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Use of Portable Flash Memory Electronic Data Storage Devices
This Records Advice has been prepared to ensure that portable flash memory electronic storage devices authorised for use by agencies as part of their normal business activities do not compromise ACT Government records or breach the Territory Records Act 2002.  Portable flash memory electronic storage devices are commonly known as USB flash drives, Pen drives, Thumb drives, etc., (e.g. Kingston MobileLite, SanDisk MobileMate) or memory cards with a mini-reader (e.g. SD, microSD, or Memory Stick.).
Recordkeeping Implications
Records should be captured in a compliant recordkeeping system.  Portable flash memory electronic storage devices should only be used for transferring data (e.g. configuration information, software used for system maintenance, etc.) or work in progress documents which are also backed up on a shared drive.
Universal Serial Bus (USB) or flash drives and flash memory cards
Modern portable flash memory electronic storage devices are very convenient and make it easy for data to be downloaded and transferred between computers, other devices and other users.
Flash memory devices are the most common portable storage device in use today and create many issues surrounding their use, including security and privacy and should not be used as a solution for the storage of records. Issues include:
	flash drives and cards can sustain only a limited number of write and erase cycles before failure;
	their small size means they are easily misplaced, left behind, or otherwise lost;

if lost they represent a high security risk if they contain sensitive data;
most USB flash drives or cards do not include a write-protect mechanism;
defragmenting shortens the life of the drive or card by making many unnecessary writes with no gain in performance;
records stored on these drives or cards are not accessible across the agency as only the user or owner of the USB drive or card knows of the records existence and location;
	conventional file systems such as FAT, UFS, HFS, and NTFS were originally designed for magnetic disks and as such rewrite many of their data structures (such as their directories) repeatedly to the same area and some file systems aggravate the problem by tracking last-access times, which can lead to file metadata being constantly rewritten causing records to lose their evidential integrity.
Security threats
Flash drives and cards present a significant security challenge for agencies. Their small size means they are easily misplaced, left behind, or otherwise lost and their ease of use allows unsupervised visitors or employees to store and smuggle out sensitive or confidential data with little chance of detection.  Many employees do not report flash drives or cards missing as they would a laptop as they equate their loss to losing a pen.
Both corporate and public computers are vulnerable to attackers connecting a flash drive to a free USB port and using malicious software such as keyboard loggers or packet sniffers.
USB flash drives may also be used deliberately or unwittingly to transfer malware and autorun worms onto a network.
Some organisations forbid the use of flash drives, and some computers are configured to disable the mounting of USB mass storage devices by users other than administrators; others use third-party software to control USB usage.
ACT Government agencies should assess their individual requirements and include the use or non-use of these devices in their recordkeeping policies and procedures and business practices.
If you require further advice or assistance contact your Records Manager or the Territory Records Office.


